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POLICING THE
“OREGON WAY”
UNITY,
PROBLEM-SOLVING
& ETHICAL COURAGE

OACP MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
NEW ACTIVE MEMBERS

PRESIDENT’S

REPORT

Since the 2015 Annual Conference

Chief Albert Roque

Cornelius Police Department

Captain Robert Day

Portland Police Bureau

Lieutenant Cory Chase

Port of Portland Police Department

Geoff Spalding
Retired Chief, Beaverton Police Department | OACP President

Each state, county, and local agency faces unique law enforcement challenges and obstacles, and Oregon is no exception.
Finite resources have led law enforcement leaders to find viable solutions through collaboration and research, creating
statewide strengths that may not have otherwise developed. And as the national climate surrounding police-community
relations becomes ever more tenuous, we must recognize and utilize such strengths to the best of our abilities as officers, law
enforcement leaders and as citizens.
Oregon police officers continually serve their communities with distinction, compassion, and unwavering commitment—
qualities we hope to promote and strengthen through training programs across the state. Oregon policing is built upon
honorable pillars that officers and community members alike can take pride in.
As this publication demonstrates, much of what makes Oregon policing so progressive and unique is its focus on partnership
and unity. The Oregon Public Safety Academy, for example, provides consistent, quality training for all public safety officers.
The Academy offers programs in the fields of fire, policing, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunications, and private
security. Whether you are a trainee from a small, medium or large agency, located in eastern Oregon, southern Oregon, the
coast, or in the Portland Metropolitan Area, the Academy offers you the same high level of instruction.
With roots in such an integrated, comprehensive training model, Oregon policing has developed a real problem-solving

Lieutenant Dennis Ward

Grants Pass Department of Public Safety

Chief Marshal Evan West
DPSST

Deputy Chief Jim Coleman
Hillsboro Police Department

Deputy Chief Jim Hamilton

Grants Pass Department of Public Safety

Captain John Scruggs

Portland Police Bureau

Chief Patrick Ashmore

The Dalles Police Department

Interim Chief Pete Deshpande

University of Oregon Police Department

Chief Robin Sells

Gresham Police Department

Lieutenant Scott McKee

Springfield Police Department

Chief Tom Turner

Florence Police Department

culture of leadership, fostering a tradition of absolute integrity and ethical courage. As a result, many law enforcement leaders
are focusing on discussions of procedural justice and police legitimacy. Conversations within my own department centered
around the need to avoid hypocrisy through the development of internal, localized solutions and programs. In order to expect
our officers to grasp the tenets of procedural justice, we must make sure that we as leaders are practicing and emphasizing
such policies ourselves.
As I step down from my position as Chief of the Beaverton Police Department and enter retirement, I would like to reiterate
the importance of maintaining and improving upon these points of strength. It is the duty of every Chief, every agency, and
every officer to continue their commitment to promulgating policing excellence throughout the State of Oregon. We must
uphold the values and innovations that bring honor and respect to our departments and our profession. Given a second chance,
I would undoubtedly choose to enter law enforcement as a career path once again. I am appreciative of the support I have
been given and leave this career with a sense of pride and accomplishment, not only for my own department, but for the fine
tradition of law enforcement that exists throughout the State of Oregon.

NEW PROVISIONAL ACTIVE
Since the 2015 Annual Conference

Lieutenant Brian Dubray

Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower
Umpqua, Siuslaw

LIFE MEMBERS
Chief Kevin Martin

Since the 2015 Annual Conference

Lieutenant Rick Graham

The following members qualify for Life
Membership having been a member in good
standing for 15 years or having served as
President of the OACP.

Oakridge Police Department
St. Helens Police Department

Sergeant Robert Anderson
Carlton Police Department

Sergeant Tony Nelson

Pendleton Police Department

Deputy Chief Warren Hensman
Ashland Police Department

Lieutenant Todd Moran

Grants Pass Department of Public Safety
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Since the 2015 Annual Conference

Lieutenant Andrew Shearer
Portland Police bureau

Commander David Hendrie
Portland Police Bureau

Sergeant Eric Markell

Junction City Police Department
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Florence Police Department

Captain Kelli Sheffer

Portland Police Bureau

Accreditation Manager Laurie Jackson
Corvallis Police Department

Dean Marshall Roache

Chemeketa Community College

Captain Matthew Wagenknecht
Portland Police Bureau

Lieutenant Rick Igou
DPSST

Sergeant Charles Byram
Sergeant David Gurski

Sergeant Tim Edwards
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Chief Jeffrey Sanders

Inspector in Charge Anthony Galetti

Philomath Police Department
Baker City Police Department
Coquille Police Department

Newberg Police Department

Chief Jim Ferraris

Woodburn Police Department

Chief Darrell Tallan

Monmouth Police Department

Chief Rock Rakosi

Myrtle Point Police Department

Captain Ryan Keck

Pendleton Police Department

Chief Brian Casey

DPSST

Black Butte Ranch Police Department
Portland Police Bureau
USPIS

Akin Blitz

Bullard Law

RETIRED MEMBERS
Since the 2015 Annual Conference

Chief Terry Holderness

Ashland Police Department

Chief Philip Klahn

Port of Portland Police Department

Captain Doug Garrett

Woodburn Police Department

Captain Tom Morrison
Union Pacific Railroad

Chief Ken Elwer

Philomath Police Department

Chief Mike Grover

Cottage Grove Police Department

Chief Ken Johnson

Fairview Police Department

Chief Mark Alexander

Ontario Police Department

Chief Scott Russell

Woodburn Police Department

Chief Tim George

Medford Police Department

Chief Carolyn McDermed

University of Oregon Police Department

Chief Al LaChance

Grand Ronde Tribal Police
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OACP LEADERSHIP PROFILE

OACP MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
RETIRED MEMBERS
Captain John Scruggs

Chief Jay Waterbury

Chief Mike Moran

Chief Mark Miranda

Portland Police Bureau
Talent Police Department

The Dalles Police Department
Newport Police Department

OACP MEMBERS GONE
BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Chief Doug Billings

Hines Police Department

Chief Karel Hyer

Sergeant Dennis Engel

Chief Jeff Kamp

Chief Les Stiles

Chief Geoff Spalding

Chief Darrell Pepper

Chief Kent Barker

Chief Tim Doney

Chief Darrell Hill

Salem Police Department
Prineville Police Department
Tualatin Police Department

Lakeview Police Department
Beaverton Police Department
Springfield Police Department

Sweethome Police Department and BPST
(DPSST)
Albany Police Department
The Dalles Police Department

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
District 1

Chief Matthew Workman
Warrenton Police Department
mworkman@ci.warrenton.or.us | (503) 861-2235

District 2

Chief Janie Schutz
Forest Grove Police Department
jschutz@forestgrove-or.gov | (503) 992-3260

District 3

Chief Jason Wallis
Port of Portland Police Department
jason.wallis@portofportland.com | (503) 460-4240

District 4

Introducing OACP’s new Strategic Partner
Program and Corporate Circle Program. Both
of these were designed to create partnerships
with leading organizations whose objectives
include the support of the law enforcement
community. The goal of the program is to
provide OACP members with services, tools
and resources to enhance the positive impact
they have on their organizations and the
communities they serve, as well as to provide our
partners with a broader level
of access and visibility across OACP’s events and
communication tools.
If you are interested in learning more about
these programs and how your organization
can partner with the OACP in this way,
please visit our website or contact
the OACP office.

Chief Kim Yamashita
Sandy Police Department
kyamashita@ci.sandy.or.us | (503) 668-5566

District 5

Chief Darrell Tallan
Monmouth Police Department
dtallan@ci.monmouth.or.us | (503) 838-1109

District 6

Chief Jeff Fossholm
Silverton Police Department

District 12

Chief Rick Stokoe
Boardman Police Department
rstokoe@cityofboardman.com | (541) 481-9252

District 13

Chief Denney Kelley
Black Butte Ranch Police Department
chiefkelley@blackbutteranchpolice.com | (541) 595-2191

Chief Ken Rueben
Philomath Police Department
Ken.rueben@ci.philomath.or.us | (541) 929-6911

District 9

Chief Kirk Sanfilippo
Sutherlin Police Department
k.sanfilippo@ci.sutherlin.or.us | (541) 459-2211

District 10

Chief Gary McCullough
Coos Bay Police Department
gmccullough@coosbay.org | (541) 269-8914

District 11

Chief Kris Allison
Central Point Police Department
kris.allison@centralpointoregon.gov | (541) 664-3321

PAST PRESIDENT

Chief Rock Rakosi
Myrtle Point Police Department
r.rakosi@myrtlepointpolice.com | (541) 572-2124

District 14

Chief Ray Rau
Nyssa City Police Department
rrau@nyssacity.org | (541) 372-3826

District 15

Chief Wyn Lohner
Baker City Police Department
wlohner@bakercity.com | (541) 524-2014 ext. 21

District 16

Chief Darla Huxel
Umatilla Police Department
huxel@umatilla-city.org | (541) 922-3789

RETIRED CHIEFS REPRESENTATIVE
Les Youngbar
Lake Oswego Police Department
lgyoungbar@gmail.com

CONTACT US
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Kevin Campbell
kevin@victorygrp.com

ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE
Marie Campbell
marie@victorygrp.com

ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE
Anne Campbell
anne@victorygrp.com

ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Shayla Steffen

shayla@victorygrp.com

jfossholm@silverton.or.us | (503) 873-5326

District 7

SECRETARY/TREASURER

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

Chief Geoff Spalding
Beaverton Police Department

P: (503) 315-1411
F: (503) 315-1416
www.policechief.org
1191 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

gspalding@beavertonoregon.gov | (503) 526-2374

1st VICE PRESIDENT

Chief John Teague
Keizer Police Department
teaguej@keizer.org | (503) 390-3713

2nd VICE PRESIDENT

Chief Jeff Groth
Sherwood Police Department
grothj@sherwoodoregon.gov | (503) 625-5523

Chief Randy Sparacino
Medford Police Department
randy.sparacino@cityofmedford.org | (541) 774-2273
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Collaboration

Unity

O regon’s Best-Kept Secret?
Oregon Public Safety Academy –

The Gold Standard in Police Training & Certification

O

Eriks Gabliks, Director of the Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

n June 1, 1961, Governor

for or the color of their uniform, are

eligibility to run for office and provides

Mark O. Hatfield signed

trained at the 235-acre Oregon Public

staffing for the Public Safety Memorial

House Bill 1590, creating the

Safety Academy in Salem. Today the

Fund. DPSST strives to provide resources

Advisory Board on Police Standards

Board is known as the Board on Public

and certification programs that public

Located at Oregon’s Public Safety Academy in Salem,

and Training to establish standards for

Safety Standards and Training (BPSST).

safety officers and local public safety

the training and certification of city and

The Board sets the standards, and the

organizations require to maintain the

DPSST provides training programs and professional standards for all cadres of

county law enforcement officers. The

Department of Public Safety Standards

highest professional skill standards,

Oregon Association Chiefs of Police

and Training (DPSST) enforces the

stewardship and service to Oregon’s

(OACP) has played a significant role in

standards and delivers the training. The

communities and citizens.

state gain the same high quality instruction and skillsets, no matter their home

the formation of this Board and has been

Director of DPSST reports directly to both

agency’s size or location. Read more on page 7.

an active stakeholder ever since. In 1968,

the Board and Governor.

the federal Omnibus Crime Control and

Department of Public Safety Standards and Training (DPSST).

public safety. Through this collaborative system, first responders throughout the

Safe Streets Act made the work of the

Center for Policing Excellence (CPE) – A division of DPSST, Oregon’s
CPE develops innovative curriculums and resources designed to meet
the specific needs of our state’s police departments and the communities
they serve. Through localized and regional training, the CPE allows
the state’s policing professionals to practically and successfully apply
effective research and methods. Read more on page 9.
Collaborative initiatives between departments have fostered
innovative solutions to regional challenges. Through Crisis Intervention
Training (CIT) programs and Crisis Outreach Response Teams (CORT),
public safety professionals across the state have the ability to facilitate
productive interactions between law enforcement and those experiencing a
mental health crisis. Read more on page 12.

DPSST’s mission is to promote
excellence in public safety by delivering

In 1971, the Oregon Association Chiefs
of Police and the Oregon State Sheriff’s
Association worked with the Oregon
Legislature to create a dedicated fund

Board even more important when it

to pay for the work of BPSST, including

identified that there were no national

basic training. A penalty assessment fee

standards in place for the training of
law enforcement officers. As a result
of this report, the Oregon Legislature
worked with the Board and Oregon’s
law enforcement organizations to pass
legislation that required all city and
county law enforcement officers to meet
minimum state standards for training and
certification.

“DPSST’s mission
is to promote
excellence in public
safety by delivering
quality training”

Since its inception, the scope of the

was established, to be levied against all
fines and bail forfeitures in Oregon’s
state and municipal courts. This Police
Training Account would later be called the
Criminal Fines and Assessment Account.
Through this fund, those who committed
crimes would help pay for Oregon’s law
enforcement officers to be trained. This
remains the primary funding source for
DPSST; law enforcement agencies send

Board grew as new law enforcement

their new hires to the Academy, covering

agencies other than those tied to a city or

their salaries and benefits, while DPSST

county were established. The first police

quality training, and developing and

covers the costs for training, including

academy was located at the Oregon

upholding professional standards for

meals and lodging. It costs the state

National Guard’s Camp Withycombe

police, fire, corrections, parole and

approximately $600,000 to train a class of

in Clackamas, Oregon. Years later, it

probation, and telecommunications

40 law enforcement officers for 16 weeks.

would relocate to the campus of Western

personnel, in addition to licensing

Oregon University in Monmouth, where

private security providers and private

training provided by DPSST on its 235-

it would remain until 2006. Today, all

investigators in Oregon. DPSST also

acre campus, the Oregon Public Safety

law enforcement officers in the state,

regulates and licenses polygraph

Academy, which is located off of Aumsville

regardless of the agency they work

examiners, determines sheriff candidates’

Highway in Salem. The Academy was

Oregonians should be very proud of the
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designed specifically to embrace a
scenario-based training model, allowing
recruits to spend just as much time in

Scenario Training –
City Streets
One of the highlights of the Academy

Survival Skills

Scenario Building has a full exhaust fan
system, it can also be “smoked up” for Fire
Program search and rescue training.

defensive tactics training; two computer

scenarios. Students gain experience in a

simulated use-of-force/decision making

variety of controlled incidents, ranging from

space for training on health, fitness and

training rooms that utilize the MILO

domestic violence disturbances, to calls

defensive tactics, which increases students’

system; and two scenario-based, use-of-

involving people in crisis, to altercations that

ability to protect the communities they

force/decision making training rooms for

involve deadly weapons. Students apply

serve, as well as themselves. This building

confrontational simulations.

what they have learned in the classroom

The survival skills building provides

hands-on training classes as they do in the

is a combination of training venues called

classroom. City, county, tribal, university

“City Streets” or “Scenario Village.” This

and state law enforcement officers attend

area replicates a community and includes

Emergency Vehicle
Operations (EVO)

the same training courses. A newly hired

a number of streets, houses, professional

The majority of a police officer’s time

law enforcement officer attends a 16-

buildings, a school, a mock school building,

is spent on patrol in a vehicle. The 1.6-

students use to take the Oregon Physical

students, instructors and role players

experience to draw from when they return

week basic police course at the Academy

and outdoor areas specifically constructed

mile emergency vehicle operations

Abilities Test; three mat-lined rooms for

in protective equipment and real time

to their home communities.

and returns to their employing agency

for scenario-based training. Students are

course at the Academy allows officers to

after successful completion, finishing

dispatched to simulated, real time calls

learn critical decision making and driving

training with potentially six additional

and evaluated on a full range of scenario-

skills so they can do their work safely and

months of a field training program under

based elements, including problem solving,

professionally. The course is designed

the watchful eye of a field training officer

communications, application of the law,

to replicate the various driving surfaces

(FTO).

ethics, survival skills, community policing

and conditions found across the state

Here is an overview of the training venues:

and diversity.

including concrete and asphalt, curves,

Academic Building
The academic building houses eight,
40-person classrooms; one 24-person
classroom; several smaller breakout
rooms; a mock court room; and a 9-11 dispatch area with working equipment.
Classrooms are set up with all the latest

As a part of the “City Streets” area,

straightaways, city streets and country

students ‘respond’ to training calls inside

roads. Training focuses on officers’ ability

the scenario building. The scenario

to make sound decisions at both high and

building houses a full-sized city street,

low speeds.

with curbs and sidewalks. The street
represent businesses and residences

Firearms training is held in the

found in any police agency’s jurisdiction.

Academy’s indoor range. The facility

These facades are set up with furniture

actually houses one 50-yard range and

that realistically replicates business and

two 25-yard ranges that are each fully

residential settings, giving students the

tactical from the 25-yard mark. This allows

chance to respond to calls at a bank, a bar,

for target placement at any location down

an apartment with basement access, or

range, as opposed to the stationary/

any other configuration that training staff

fixed targets used in the past. Targets can

members create. Only imagination limits

charge forward, run from side to side,

to house a maximum of 350 students at

what Academy staff can do with this space.

pop-up, or be moved to any location on

any one time. Two students share each

Students in Basic Corrections training

technology, including mounted projectors,
laptops, and other components that are
easily accessible to instructors at a central
control panel located at the front of each
room.

Lodging
Dormitories at the Academy are set up

N

the range.
Each range can accommodate 25

dorm room and there is one restroom

will also utilize the scenario building,

facility to every two rooms. Common

as it has a correctional facility facade

students at a time. Lighting is controlled

areas include student reception, a large

and equipment that allows for practice

by a dimming system, so students can

computer lab, student lounge, laundry

of safe suspect/inmate transportation

gain experience in low-light, night-like

facilities and work-out room with aerobic

and booking, as well as more tactical

circumstances. The building is designed

and weight lifting equipment. Students

maneuvers like safe cell extraction. DPSST

to accommodate vehicles. The range is

also have access to a rigorous, outdoor

also has an agreement with the Marion

designated as a lead-free, “green” facility.

fitness trail.

County Sheriff’s Office that allows students

Only DPSST-issued ammunition is allowed

to practice corrections scenarios at the

on the ranges, and all cleaning solvents

nearby Marion County Jail. Because the

and agents are environmentally friendly.

in a safe environment, gaining first-hand

Beyond Problem-Oriented Policing: The Important
Role of O regon’s Center for Policing Excellence
John Teague
Chief of Police, Keizer Police Department 1st Vice President, OACP

o one argues that incarceration has no impact on the

profile roles in community-based problem-solving activities,

crime rate. It’s simple: when offenders are in prison,

even if the activities aren’t typical police work.7 Organizing

they can’t commit more crimes. However, some people

neighbors to paint over graffiti or to clean up a vacant lot

also point to studies showing that incarceration has unintended,
long-term consequences. For example, in communities where

Firearms

is flanked by building facades that

Confrontational simulations place

includes: a large fitness room, which

are two examples.
♦♦Problem-oriented policing processes should not always be

many residents have been incarcerated and neighborhoods

expected to immediately produce significant results. The

disintegrate due to the absence of employable adult men, crime

impacts can take more than ninety days.8

is more persistent.1,2 Thankfully, police leaders can show that

♦♦Family- and school-based crime prevention programs may

they don’t have to perpetuate such problems: there is a growing

be more effective than community-based programs, and

catalog of policing activities that are proven to reduce or prevent

where positive relationships between juveniles and the

crime from happening in the first place. Still it’s no small problem

police already exist, intervention programs for juveniles may

that much of what’s been shown to work (or not work, for that

not yield significant changes.9

matter) isn’t readily available to most police officers and their
leadership. Here are some of those hard-to-find, but sometimes
handy-to-know, gleanings from the research:
♦♦Civil-remedy interventions are most effective when letters
explaining the problems are followed by personal contact
by police and code enforcement officers;3 however, civilremedy strategies are unlikely to work where there are low
property values or high rates of property abandonment.4
♦♦Places where crime and disorder are at a tipping point
but not out of control are particularly well-suited to ordermaintenance policing as opposed to zero-tolerance policing.
5

♦♦When problem-oriented policing at hot spots fails, it’s
frequently due to weak problem analysis and weak
interventions, often nothing more than traditional policing.6
♦♦People respond to police leadership. Thus, to make
communities safer, police officers should take active, high-

10
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♦♦Victims often share the same social milieu as offenders,

not necessarily or even reliably reduce the number of crimes

mentions the study’s mechanisms for decreasing gun crimes,

Knowledge Bank as a resource to solve crime and disorder

so strategies to change an environment—usually to make

committed by bad people. And problem-oriented policing—

but it provides limited information from the study’s discussion

problems in their jurisdictions, present the proposed solutions

it less disorderly—can lessen its appeal to both offenders

truly an overarching strategy—is quite often not applied

and conclusion sections, which is where police officers will

to their cohorts, and then upload the successful solutions to

and victims, reducing crime.

specifically enough. That is, while problem-oriented policing

look to discover if the study—or any study, for that matter—has

the Knowledge Bank for future users. As the CPE matures, its

encompasses many of the other crime prevention strategies,

a street-level application. Curiously, CrimeSolutions.gov gives

research team will contribute to the Oregon Knowledge Bank,

like community policing, it frequently fails due to poor

a third of its attention to the study’s methodology and data

much as the students do now, but also through the addition of

problem analysis, resulting in a remixing of traditional law

analyses, including mentions of ANOVA, Box-Jenkins ARIM,

national and international research, translated for Oregon’s

enforcement activities instead of specific solutions directed at

chi-square, and two-tailed t-tests, all of which may be very

small agencies.

specific problems.

interesting to researchers but simply don’t matter to police

10

20

while problem-oriented policing

21

encompasses many of the other

22

Another thing hindering small agencies from widely adopting

crime prevention strategies, like

evidence-based practices is the shortage of plainly stated

officers, the presumed target audience.

Perhaps the two most important questions the Center for
Policing Excellence answers are Why does evidence-based

This lack of translation for small agencies is the reason

policing matter? and How does an agency put it into practice?

community policing, it frequently

expectations that they should. It seems almost universally

that Oregon chiefs and sheriffs asked the legislature to

The answer to both questions can be found in the CPE’s

accepted that agencies valuing evidence-based policing will

fund leadership training with a focus upon modern policing

emphasis on problem solving and procedural justice.

fails due to poor problem analysis,

keep abreast of it themselves and to a lesser degree, that they’ll

strategies and research. Leadership training at DPSST (the

participate in it, too. Of course, the vast majority of small

Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, Oregon’s

causes of particular crime and disorder problems is more

agencies can do neither of these, having neither the capacity

public safety academy) had been a casualty of budget cuts—

effective than repeatedly applying law enforcement as the

nor the educational resources.

there simply was none for several years. However, the hiatus

primary (or only!) tool. 28,29 Thus if one assumes public safety is

may have been fortuitous, allowing for a clean break and a

the goal (not just law enforcement), evidence-based policing

that attempt to make the research available to non-academic

new focus on evidence-based policing through the Center for

matters because it informs agencies and peace officers which

end-users, but the magazines in particular are too often

Policing Excellence.

problem-solving practices work and which don’t.

23

It’s noteworthy that there are police magazines and websites
♦♦There appears to be a critical mass at which
concentrations of potential victims and offenders—among

uninformed, sometimes even conflicting with the academic

the homeless, for example—cause crime to escalate.

literature. For example, an article in the FBI Law Enforcement

as part of a justice-reinvestment, crime-cost-reduction

upon problems, not people (except in cases where individual

Dispersing those concentrations can reduce crime without

Bulletin suggests that small agencies can effectively plot hot

package (HB 3194, 2013). It’s had an unexpected influence

high-risk offenders are the specific focus). Thus the CPE

simply moving it elsewhere.

spots with pin maps, a suggestion quite contrary to that of

upon much of Oregon’s justice system, and it seems to have

provides agencies with another, evidence-based response to

a well-known criminologist who writes that the “rudimentary

some influence across the country. The US DOJ Office of

questions about what they’re doing to ensure their officers

are often effective in just the most violent locations,

mechanism” of pin-mapping suffers from “problems of points

Justice Programs, for example, pointed to the CPE’s influence

suggesting areas with lower crime respond better to

that overlap, human inability to determine clusters, and the

upon DPSST as a model for police training and education.

problem-oriented strategies.

difficulty in establishing broad trends in point data.” Thus those

11

24

♦♦Reductions in violent crime through close, directed patrols

12

25

Regrettably, this knowledge continues to elude most police
officers; that is, they know there are things they can do that will
have more lasting effects upon crime, but they have no idea

DPSST’s Center for Policing Excellence (CPE) was established

Research is convincing that identifying and solving root

27

The Center for Policing Excellence has become the lens

Problem-oriented policing is also race neutral, 30 focused

aren’t profiling or otherwise making race-based decisions.
Procedural justice describes how peace officers ought to
interact with people. Officers certainly should not be unsafe,

who attempt to simplify the research sometimes go too far,

through which most Oregon public safety academy training is

giving bad guys the upper hand, but procedural justice

making it too simple, and sometimes they don’t go far enough.

designed. As much as possible, the training curricula include

suggests there are benefits when peace officers: treat people

problem solving, leadership, and the application of research.

with dignity and respect; give them a chance to be heard;

CrimeSolutions.gov, for example, looks at dozens of studies

what’s been proven to work or how to find it. Criminologists

of policing programs and practices and does a good job

Most of the focus has been on developing and refining the

convey trustworthy motives; and then make reasonable,

know this, lamenting that most police officers and their leaders

translating the details, including the research methodologies.

supervisor and middle-management courses; however, some

informed, and transparent decisions. 31 Employing those four

fail to rely upon or seek out tactics that are evidence based,

However, the site doesn’t allow the reader to click through

purposeful diffusion has occurred. The basic police classes are

components of procedural justice increases police legitimacy,

suggesting that most officers and leaders are unaware of the

to the studies themselves. This is no fault of CrimeSolutions.

instructed in police legitimacy and procedural justice and are

which in turn increases communication and the identification

research in the first place. The problem is exacerbated in

gov; most academic journals do not make their published

introduced to problem solving.

of root crime problems so problem-solving techniques can

the nation’s 10,000 small agencies because the research is all

studies more widely available. One result is that meaningful,

but unavailable to them.

usable details don’t come through to the police; another is that

Oregon Criminal Justice Commission (CJC) are both charged

aren’t alone: even the most cosmopolitan agencies frequently

policing researchers have less impact on the discipline they’re

with reducing the number of people going to prison, which

researching the effects of police activities is quite new, having

misunderstand and misapply policing strategies.

hoping to influence. Essentially, the police aren’t getting

the CPE does through instructing crime-prevention policing

been given meaningful attention for just the last twenty years.

enough of what they need and too much of what they don’t,

strategies. The Oregon Knowledge Bank is a tangible overlap

Identifying what works and what doesn’t in policing isn’t easy—

and the researchers are just writing to each other.

between the two. It is a growing repository of proven and

sources are widely scattered and the research isn’t often

promising criminal justice practices in Oregon. Developed and

directly available to police practitioners.

13

14,15,16

Frankly, though, small agencies

Community policing, for example—by far the most popular
policing strategy —decreases public fear and increases police
17

legitimacy but lacks evidence that it actually prevents crime

Looking again at CrimeSolutions.gov and at the website’s

That is, simply building relationships with good people does

profile of the Kansas City, Missouri gun experiment, the site

18

19

26

Via HB 3194, the Center for Policing Excellence and the

maintained by the CJC, leadership students at DPSST use the

prevent and reduce crime and generally improve public safety.
While modern policing is approaching its 200th anniversary,

For references see page 26
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Law Enforcement’s “righ�” response
to Mental Health Crisis: The Marion County Model

F

Troy Clausen, Undersheriff at Marion County Sheriff’s Office

or people experiencing a mental health crisis, an encounter with law enforcement can be frightening. Uniformed

Problem
Solving

officers, tension and the presence of firearms can heighten feelings of fear and can result in escalation and tragedy.
According to one man who suffers from bipolar disorder and has a long history of interaction with the mental health

system and law enforcement, experiencing a mental health crisis feels like “being in another world.” For this individual,
previous interactions with police often escalated into physical violence and bookings into jail because of his mental state.
Faced with a growing number of 911 calls involving cases like this, law enforcement agencies throughout the nation are
pursuing new strategies. , innovative training curriculums and programs that are designed to deliver better outcomes for
persons experiencing mental health crisis, including better access to services and a reduction in the number of encounters that
result in a jail booking or emergency room admission.
The Marion County Sheriff’s Office has taken a collaborative approach to the nation-wide crisis of our community’s mental
health issues since 2006. This marked the beginning of our first Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) classes utilizing the Memphis
Model. CIT (a block of 40-hour training) helps law enforcement personnel understand mental illness and teaches them how
to effectively communicate, deescalate, and direct people to community resources. Since 2006, Marion County CIT has
trained more than 480 Law Enforcement Personnel.
In late 2011, the Sheriff’s Office, Salem Police Department, and the Psychiatric Crisis Center of Marion County partnered
to put law enforcement and Qualified Mental Health Professionals on the street together with the inception of the Crisis
Outreach Response Teams (CORT). The CORT team reviews law enforcement reports from agencies throughout Marion
County that pertain to persons with mental illnesses and then follows up. CORT helps provide direction to community-based
resources such as counseling, medical care, insurance, medications, peer mentors and support, alcohol and drug treatment,
and veteran’s assistance. CORT also facilitates two annual Crisis Intervention Trainings (CIT) for law enforcement agencies in
Marion County, as well as other agencies throughout the state.

Oregon Knowledge Bank (OKB) –
Created as a “clearinghouse for criminal justice,” the
OKB provides pertinent academic research and real-life
program evaluations to aid policing and correctional
professionals. Agencies from both fields are encouraged to
submit analyses of implemented initiatives in an effort to
provide potential guidance for other departments facing
the same local issues. Read more on page 14.

In a continued effort to further address the issue of people in mental health crisis within the criminal justice system,
especially those in immediate crisis, the Marion County Mobile Crisis Response Teams (MCRT) were created and launched in
2014. MCRT teams (consisting of law enforcement and qualified mental health providers) respond directly to active mental
health crisis calls. The specially trained law enforcement personnel work in conjunction with the mental health professionals
to provide clients with the services they need, in addition to attempting to prevent incidents from escalating to the point
where force is needed and/or the person is taken to jail.
In 2015, Crisis Outreach Response Teams (CORT) reviewed over 2,650 police reports and made contact with over 1,100
individuals who had previous law enforcement interactions. The Mobile Crisis Response Teams (MCRT) responded to over
700 in-progress crisis calls during the same time frame. Out of these 700 crisis response contacts (generated by in-progress
911 calls), only 25 people went to jail and 99 were taken to an Emergency Room because they were a clear and present
danger to themselves or others. The overall goal of our collaborative mental health teams is to reduce the number of law
enforcement contacts for persons suffering from a mental health crisis and to divert as many actual law enforcement contacts
away from the criminal justice system.
Because of specialized teams such as CORT and MCRT, crisis calls in Marion County now lead more often to interventions
instead of incarceration, with significantly less impact on jails and hospital emergency rooms. As our programs grow, we hope

Justice Reinvestment –
The Justice Reinvestment Initiative was implemented in
an effort to increase public safety, reduce recidivism and
more effectively manage available resources. Since 2013,
justice reinvestment grants have bolstered criminal
justice programs in all 36 Oregon counties. Read more on
page 15.

to continue to offer the “right” response for Oregon residents in crisis.
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O regon Knowledge Ban�

A Clearinghouse for Smart Solutions to Criminal Justice Challenges

W

Captain Ryan Keck, Center for Policing Excellence

hen a unique crime or

for criminal justice organizations

livability issue arises in

to employ strategies proven to

your community, how

be effective and equitable in

do you go about finding a solution?

producing services valued by the

Early in 2015, this question was

public. However, contemporary

asked of over 100 police leaders

literature on such practices is often

in Oregon. The two most common

difficult for police and corrections

responses: “I do what’s worked

professionals to access or

before,” and “I Google it.”

interpret, and can be considered

Enter the Oregon Knowledge Bank.

irrelevant due to differences

Launched in December, the

in agency or community size,

Oregon Knowledge Bank (OKB) is
a joint initiative of DPSST’s Center
for Policing Excellence and the

OREGON KNOWLEDGE BANK
A CLEARINGHOUSE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE

culture, and available resources.
Different than other research
clearinghouses, this section of

Criminal Justice Commission to provide an online resource for

the OKB translates

criminal justice professionals to easily access, search and share

and national sources into easy-to-read summaries, with relevant

information about “what works” in Oregon to enhance public

results and useful advice for officers or leaders, and makes the

safety. The website, located at okb.oregon.gov, was designed

information available in one central location to “Google” from.

with usability in mind and includes three primary sections:

research findings from both local

The OKB’s final component, the Agency Directory, is

Programs, Research, and an Agency Directory. A monthly

designed to enhance networking among Oregon’s criminal

newsletter highlighting new information in each of these areas is

justice organizations by providing a searchable database with

also available through the site.

consolidated information, including each agency’s size, location,

The Programs section features informative briefs on innovative

leadership and any specialized services offered. This interactive

law enforcement initiatives and correctional programs underway

feature is said to be the first of its kind for public safety, and has

in Oregon. The types of issues addressed range from abandoned

proven very beneficial to departments seeking new ideas and/or

properties to victim services. Each submission includes an impact

insight. For example, a manager interested in creating a mental

summary, research and/or funding sources, “lessons learned,”

health response team can use the directory’s search features to

and contact information. This section of the OKB is a reliable

quickly generate a list of agencies that have already implemented

resource for police and corrections professionals to explore

this type of unit. From this list, the manager can access each

“what’s worked before” at comparable Oregon agencies dealing

agency’s profile for contact information and links to program or

with similar crime or community issues. More than 75 agencies

research submissions associated with that agency on the OKB.

throughout Oregon’s diverse regions are already sharing the

As the complexities of crime and livability issues continue

progressive work being done in their communities on the

to change, it is incumbent upon criminal justice organizations

OKB, and many more are using the site to help pioneer new

to evolve as well. The Oregon Knowledge Bank is a valuable

improvements to local parks, community outreach platforms,

resource in this evolution, collecting the wisdom of both “what’s

rental properties, and alternative programs for offenders.

worked before” and emerging scientific research. Now, when

In the Research section, users can find practical summaries of
academic research related to crime prevention, harm reduction,
and offender management. It is well documented that the
application of reputable research provides the opportunity

a police or corrections professional needs a solution, they can
simply “OKB” it!
Search, share or subscribe today at okb.oregon.gov.

Smart Investments in
Oregon’s Future: Oregon’s
Justice Reinvestment
Initiative
Mike Schmidt, Executive Director of the Criminal Justice Commission

The idea is a simple one.
Step 1. Invest money into local jurisdictions for programs that
reduce recidivism.
Step 2. Counties send less people to prison because they
have enhanced resources to supervise offenders
locally.
Step 3. Take the money that the state would have spent
on prison, and give it back to the counties to keep
investing in innovative programs that work. So long as
the state’s prison budget avoids increasing or realizes
savings, there is money to keep the cycle going.
But packed into that simple idea, hidden between the lines,
is what Justice Reinvestment really means to Oregon.
I started my public safety career in Oregon in 2007 as
an intern in the Multnomah county DA’s office, and got
hooked. Until 2013, I sat on benches inside and outside of
courtrooms with police officers, Sheriff’s deputies, probation
officers, defense attorneys, judges, defendants, victims
and just normal citizens called to service as a witness or a
jury member. Sometimes I miss those “hurry up and wait”
moments where you realize that no matter what angle you
participate in the criminal justice system from, at a basic level
we all want the same things: justice and a system that we can
all have faith in.
In 2013, I worked for the legislature. I had a front row seat
to the sausage-making process that produced HB 3194 (the
Justice Reinvestment Act). Advocates on every side clashed.
Reformers felt that the legislation fell far short of the mark.
Allies of the status quo felt that it went way too far. Law
enforcement associations were fracturing and splitting with
other associations, and sometimes from within. And to be
frank, three years later, some are still healing. But, through
the struggle, something has emerged that I believe is largely
unprecedented on this scale in Oregon: unity.
In the 2015 legislative session, all of those same parties
came back together and walked the halls of the Capitol.
They coordinated messaging and outreach. DA’s walked

with defense attorneys. Sheriffs and Chiefs joined reform
advocates visiting legislators in their offices. Former
defendants testified that their lives were saved by enhanced
treatment, accountability and housing programs. To be
sure, there were still substantive differences in how each of
these groups felt that a better public safety system could be
realized, and sometimes the smiles could be forced and the
jokes awkward. But at the end of the day, they all stood united
on one thing. Justice Reinvestment was working and our
communities were better off for it.
At this point, the legislature has invested $53.7 million grant
dollars spread throughout every single county in the state.
Local public safety coordinating councils that have been
stagnant for years are breaking out of hibernation to elect
new chairs and resume regular meetings. Data has never
been more available and transparent from the state, and has
never been relied on to the extent that it is today. At every
professional’s fingertips are real-time interactive dashboards
that show you the latest local recidivism rates, prison intakes,
and grant outcomes. The Criminal Justice Commission has
five different program evaluations under way, three of which
are randomized controlled trials (RCTs) - heretofore an
unprecedented investment in public safety research. Ideas
are being shared at a rate never before possible due to the
Oregon Knowledge Bank, a resource envied nationally but
pioneered locally. To be sure, we still have a long way to go,
but the cultural shift that has been sparked by this program is
nothing short of remarkable. We are in a special moment for
public safety in Oregon.
Now, as we prepare to go into the next biennium and
brace ourselves for what could be massive budget cuts
across the board, we
have the opportunity
to yet again stand
united across the
system. The Justice
2.
Reinvestment
Initiative is not
perfect, and
we can make
it better if we
3.
1.
can continue to
work together and
continue to all pull
in the same direction.
But it’s worth looking back,
and realize how far we’ve come!

Invest
Money
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Integrity
Ethics
Addressing ethics and bias – Oregon’s public safety training programs
have placed an increasing emphasis on the importance of understanding ethics

O regon’s Ethical Policing Culture: Leading
the Nation in Addressing Issues of Ethics and
Bias through Training.

O

By Leischen Stelter, editor of InPublicSafety.com

ver the past 10 years, an average 35+ Oregon
police officers have been decertified each year
for unethical conduct. “We were very concerned

about that number,” said Dr. Steve Winegar, who has spent the

That lack of discussion is something that police associations
and agencies across the state are working to change.
Ethical Issues Are a Gray Area
All officers in Oregon must complete the 16-week Basic

past three years as the leadership training coordinator for

Police Academy course at the centralized academy in Salem.

Oregon’s Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

As part of this training, all officers receive eight hours of

Center for Policing Excellence (CPE). “It was almost the

instruction on ethics. Part of the revised ethics course

equivalent of one police class each year [of the five to nine

curriculum is training officers to recognize when they’re

Education is an integral component of every Oregon public

offered each year] that was required to backfill for officers

facing an ethical dilemma. At the outset it sounds simple, but

who were being decertified.”

many people do not think in the context of ethics. Therefore,

safety professional. Read more on page 17

Before coming to the Center for Policing Excellence, in

and biases. New curriculums like those of the supervisory training program
integrate behavioral studies, as well as research regarding race and inequality.

Procedural justice – Current public perceptions of policing have
challenged the credibility and legitimacy of the profession. Police procedures
that actively recognize fair treatment as a fundamental human need can help
restore and improve these police-community relationships.
Training institutions like DPSST and CPE stress several key factors to
successful community interactions. Read more on page 20

2009 Winegar decided to evaluate how the state was training

recognize and acknowledge when a situation has an ethical

officers about ethical conduct. “I sat in on an ethics training

component to it. By doing so, officers are more likely to think

class and it was the same curriculum I was taught 20 years

about their response options and delay their reaction until

ago,” said Winegar, who spent 32 years as a police officer
and retired in 2003 from his post as police chief of Tualatin,
Oregon. “The rise in decertifications made it clear to us that
this program was not effective.”
Decertification rates were being noticed by individual
officers as well. “Every once in a while, the Oregon Police
Academy would send out its findings and give examples
like ‘Officer A accepted a gratuity—anything that could
be considered a gift for services rendered outside of an
officer’s pay—and that’s why that officer was decertified,’”
said Assistant Chief Mathew Wagenknecht, who is a 24-year

Certification / decertification process – Oregon maintains one of the most
stringent public safety certification and decertification systems in the nation.
The 24-member Board on Public Safety Standards and Training determines the
minimum standards for employment, training and certification of the state’s nearly

it is important for CPE’s program to train officers how to

veteran of the Portland Police Bureau and a member of

“By teaching officers how
their brains work, we can start
to reduce the difference between
what they should do and what
they will do,”
-Dr. Steve Winegar.

OACP. Such notifications served as a reminder about ethical
standards, but did little to teach officers how to approach
ethical dilemmas.
Based on Wagenknecht’s experience, most officers face
such ethical quandaries on their own, choosing not to discuss

they have processed the situation.
Another objective of the training program is for officers to

42,000 public safety professionals. In the past five years, the Board has revoked the

the situation with others. “It’s unfortunate, because these

understand that the “right” choice isn’t always clear: What’s

situations may actually be a good lesson for others, but it

appropriate in one situation may not be appropriate in

certification of 476 public safety providers. Read more on page 23

doesn’t come to light because people are hesitant to talk

another. For example, one CPE training scenario tackles the

about it,” he said.

issue of gratuity and involves an officer attending a community
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block party. “In these situations, people offer police free food

rely on principles of ‘don’t ever take anything,’” said Winegar.

the obstacles, such as overconfidence in our ability to behave

and drinks. These are family-friendly events and we want officers

Fortunately, many agencies are starting to recognize that blanket

ethically. “By teaching officers how their brains work, we can start

to recognize there’s a fine line between what’s taking a gratuity

policies about ethical issues don’t always work. “We’ve seen a

to reduce the difference between what they should do and what

and what’s acting as a member of the community. In this case,

change in the last 10 years that agencies are incorporating some

they will do,” said Winegar.

accepting an offer is the right thing to do,” said Winegar, as it

flexibility into their policies,” he said. However, such flexibility

Demand for such training has far exceeded what CPE can

demonstrates that officers are part of the community.

means that officers must have greater awareness and training.

provide to the roughly 180 police agencies in Oregon. To meet

But making such distinctions can prove challenging for officers,

In order to help officers, CPE has modified its training program

this demand, CPE started a “train the trainer” program. “There’s

especially since many agencies have historically enacted blanket

with a greater focus on how the brain processes information

been a lot of interest from departments to train their officers in

policies against accepting any kind of gratuity, any time. This has

in order to make decisions that lead to behavior. In 2014, it

this material so they can conduct internal training,” said Winegar.

been the case throughout Wagenknecht’s police career. “In the

launched an updated supervisory training curriculum specifically

Expanding Agency Training to Issues of Race and Inequality

Portland Police Bureau, we are not allowed to take any kind of

focusing on the brain functions behind why people take actions

Wagenknecht has been involved in his own agency’s training

gratuity,” he said. “But, officers face a lot of dilemmas around

even when they know they should do something different.

gratuities that make it not so black and white.”
For example, many years ago there was a local convenience

This curriculum helps supervisors understand how the brain

programs regarding ethics, which specifically focus on issues of
race, inequality and bias. “There are a lot of issues around racism

functions and processes information that leads to behavior. There

and bias that exist in our society and police find themselves on

store that would give police free fountain cola. “Agency

are two processes in the brain that lead to behavior, explained

the front lines addressing those ethical and social dilemmas,”

administrators said it’s a gratuity, so no free pop, but officers

Winegar. One is the conscious, rational, reflective element where

said Wagenknecht. “Police officers are granted authority and

couldn’t pay for it—cashiers would not take their money,”

people easily understand what they should do. The other process

responsibility and a great deal of power and must work to train

have taken, the topic of ethics is woven into other undergraduate

said Wagenknecht. “It became such a sticky issue challenging

is the non-conscious, automatic, reactive, reflexive element,

officers how to counter their personal bias.” Portland Police

and graduate courses at AMU.

the agency’s ethical stance on gratuities that eventually the

which is where the majority of behavior comes from—what they

Bureau’s internal program started a few years ago, training

administration told officers not to go to that store.”

will do. The latter process, the non-conscious, has many flaws

command staff, and has expanded this year to include training

academies in the 1990s when recruits received an eight-hour

that often lead people to behave in a way that they may not want

line officers about race and disparity.

block of ethics training,” said Dr. Chuck Russo, Program Director

So what’s the difference between accepting a free cola at a
block party but not from a store owner? The answer lies in the
environment and situation, said Winegar, and officers have to be

to and may not even be aware of.
The goal of the training is to help officers recognize this non-

Wagenknecht acknowledged it has been a challenge and a

“I was instructing in Florida’s law enforcement and corrections

of Criminal Justice at AMU. “We all knew this wasn’t enough.” In

learning process to determine the best way to get officers to

2003, Florida’s curriculum changed so that after the introduction

trained to recognize the cultural environment and modify their

conscious element of their brain and help them better control

open up about these issues. “People don’t want to talk about

of ethics at the start of the academy, the application of proper

response so it’s appropriate to the situation. Accepting free food

it through awareness of moral character and understanding

race—it’s uncomfortable—but we need to respectfully talk about

ethics was integrated throughout the entire academy curriculum.
Russo has taken the same approach in the development of

during a community gathering demonstrates officers are part

it. We all have biases and officers need to understand their own

of the community and such actions can help build good will and

biases so it doesn’t impact their actions,” he said. “We know we’re

courses at AMU. “During my tenure as program director starting

improve community relationships. “If an officer refuses, that may

not going to change anyone in a 10-hour class, but we want to

in 2014, the university revised and improved our criminal justice

be seen as an insult to community members,” said Winegar.

teach officers how to talk about race respectfully and help them

courses to include discussions on ethics in each of our courses,”

explore avenues so we can all make ourselves better.”

Russo said.

On the other hand, accepting free cola from a merchant on a
regular basis is more in line with accepting a gratuity and can

Education Provides In-Depth Ethics Training

quickly become a slippery slope for officers. What starts as one

Providing officers with training on ethics has expanded beyond

The issue of ethics must continue to be integrated into multiple
facets of officers’ careers, whether through continuous training or

free cola could easily turn into free cola every day, or a free cola

classes offered by state associations, police academies and

formal education. As all officers know, police will always be held

and a snack, said Wagenknecht. “Officers must be self-aware and

individual agencies. As part of his master’s degree in Criminal

to a higher ethical standard than the average citizen—it comes

conscious of these ethical scenarios,” he said. “If you don’t think

Justice from American Military University (AMU), Wagenknecht

with the territory of being given great authority and power over

about it in terms of ethics, it’s easy to self-justify your actions

was required to take Criminal Justice Ethics (CMRJ500), an eight-

others. In order to meet these expectations and prevent unethical

after a while.” And that’s when officers run into major problems

week course covering professional and ethical behaviors of

behavior, officers must be constantly aware of ethical issues so

and potentially face severe consequences like decertification.

officers. This mandatory class covers not only ethical principles,

when a neighbor offers them a soda, they can determine whether

but also discusses everyday applications of ethics and uses

it’s ethical and appropriate to accept it.

Evolution of Ethics Training Programs
Posing these types of scenarios during training helps get
officers thinking about the nuances of these situations and

real-world cases studies to understand why officers engage in
misconduct.
But Wagenknecht’s exposure to ethical concepts was not

About the Author: Leischen Stelter is the managing editor of
InPublicSafety.com, an American Military University blog that
focuses on issues and trends relevant to professionals in law

how to modify their responses. “We want to give officers the

limited to that single class during his graduate program. Much like

enforcement, corrections, fire services, emergency management

tools to think through these types of situations and not just

the approach many law enforcement and corrections academies

and national security.
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Public Confidence in O regon Law
Enforcement: Building Police Legitimacy
One Contact at a Time
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Dr. Steve Winegar, Leadership Training Coordinator at the Center for Policing Excellence

ne need look no further than any news source

out that the concept of fair treatment is a fundamental

and it is pretty obvious: police agencies today are

need for humans. We want to be treated fairly because

facing significant challenges. We have a problem

that validates us as people and as valued members of

with credibility; we have a problem with being perceived as

society. It has been shown that we have a physical reaction

biased; we have a problem in that people do not feel they are

to being treated unfairly. And we are much more likely

treated fairly by the police. The sources of these problems

to speak up when we feel that we are not treated fairly,

and challenges are many and varied, but for police leaders

particularly by our government. The challenge that police

today, they are real and need to be addressed.

leaders are confronting today is that although crime has

Police leaders would like to believe that they and
their agencies have credibility, that we as public safety
professionals are unbiased in our enforcement of the law, and

confidence” in the police has not increased.
As one of the most visible segments of government, and the

that we treat all people fairly. We believe our agencies do

segment that is responsible to enforce the laws established

practice good policing; we comply with the laws and do what

by the government, people expect that the police will not only

is legally justified. And the police have been very effective at

do what is legal but that the police will treat them fairly. This

doing what is legal and addressing the problem of crime; so

is how we become legitimate in the eyes of the people being

well that crime has decreased 30-50% (depending upon the

policed: we treat people fairly and enforce the laws equally.

type of crime) in the past 20-25 years.
However, just being legal in today’s society is not
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decreased dramatically over the past 20 years, the “trust and

For better than ten years researchers have been looking
into this concept of legitimacy, what it means, and how to

enough; people today want more from their police and

achieve it. What they have found is legitimacy is actually a

their government – they want to be treated fairly. It turns

simple concept; it reflects how the people being policed
perceive the services they are getting
from the police. Tom Tyler of Yale Law
School, one of the top experts in the field
of police legitimacy, defines the concept of
legitimacy as:
Legitimacy reflects the belief that the

Second, people believe they should defer to the law and to
police authority.
Third, people believe police actions are morally justified
and appropriate given the circumstances.
Thinking about these three judgments, these are necessary
if we are to do our jobs effectively.
The obvious question then is what can we do about

police ought to be allowed to exercise

legitimacy? Are there practices that will enhance police

their authority to maintain social order,

legitimacy? It turns out that research has some answers for

manage conflicts and solve problems in

these questions.

their communities.
He says legitimacy is reflected in three
judgments about the police:

Procedural Justice has been shown to significantly impact
people’s perception of the police as legitimate. Research has
shown that the procedures police use when dealing with the

they perceive that authority as legitimate.
What makes people believe that police acted in a
procedurally just manner in an encounter? It comes down to
two factors:
♦♦The perceived quality of the decisions made by the
police
♦♦The perceived quality of the treatment during the
encounter
The procedures used by the police can enhance people’s
perception of the quality of the encounter, and some
very simple police practices can pay great rewards in the
perception of procedural justice.
VOICE – People want to have the opportunity to explain

public may be more important than the outcome of the police

their situation or tell their side of the story to the officer.

police; people believe the police are

encounter when it comes to the public’s perception of the

Listening to a person, letting them tell about the situation

honest and try to do their jobs well.

police as fair and unbiased. And people are more likely to

from their perspective, validates their feelings. By practicing

voluntarily comply with the law and accept police authority if

active listening skills (receive, acknowledge, summarize, and

First is trust and confidence in the
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ask/clarify) officers can validate people’s feelings and value

to address a politically sensitive topic. If you and your officers

their perspective.

have made enough deposits into the account of legitimacy with

NEUTRALITY – People want officers to approach them

your community, you can weather these withdrawals. You may

in a neutral way, without any preconceived bias or opinions.

have segments within your community where there have been

Officers can show they are making their decisions based on

an overabundance of withdrawals in the past, and your account

facts and the law by simply explaining why they are doing what

of legitimacy with the community may be “overdrawn.” You

they are doing (also see TRUSTWORTHY below).

may need to take extra care to make more deposits to cover

RESPECT – People are sensitive to how they are treated.

that overdrawn account, but it can be done. Using this analogy

People expect to be treated with respect and react negatively

it is easy to see how every encounter is an opportunity to

when they are treated as inferior. Treating a person with

make a deposit or withdrawal from the account of legitimacy

dignity validates them as a human being and member of the

with your community.

same society. Respect involves not just the language that an

When the first modern police force was established in the

Policing the Police: O regon’s Strong
Law Enforcement Accountable System
Linsay Hale, Professional Standards Division Director at the Department of Public Safety Standards & Training

H

e was a 27-year veteran of law enforcement.

The Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

Fourteen of those years were spent as the Chief

(DPSST) is the executive branch state agency responsible for

of Police of a small rural community in northwest

upholding and enforcing these Board-established standards.

officer uses, but also the volume, tone and body language of

London Metropolitan Area in 1829, Sir Robert Peel and the

Oregon. During a routine debriefing of an arrest made by

the officer.

commissioners of the force understood the importance of

officers of his Department involving an African American

law enforcement organizations, established the current

TRUSTWORTHY – People are very perceptive about

legitimacy to the success of the police. Some of the original

woman, the Chief begins to impersonate a monkey, placing his

structure of professional standards in 1995 and has been

whether they believe they can trust an officer, and whether

directions that were part of the general instructions manual

hands in his armpits and scratching them while making loud

actively reviewing and updating them ever since. While

the officer really cares about them and their circumstances.

given to all members of the new force reflect this belief

monkey sounds. He then begins to sing a racist song while

Oregon is recognized as a national model that works, a

The simplest way to develop this trust is for the officer to

(spelling in the original):

depicting an African American being held by the collar and

quarter of the nation’s law enforcement officers in other

beaten. In many states, this deplorable behavior may result in

states are unfortunately not held to any state standard.

demonstrate sensitivity to people’s needs and concerns when

1. To recognise always that the power of the police to

explaining their actions. This not only can serve to build trust

fulfil their functions and duties is dependent on public

the loss of a job, but might not result in the loss of the ability to

but also show that the officer is unbiased (NEUTRALITY).

approval of their existence, actions and behaviour and on

serve as a police officer in another community. In Oregon, the

their ability to secure and maintain public respect.

strict laws and rules that govern police officer accountability

The research has shown that these four tenants of

The Board, in partnership with OACP and other statewide

Oregon Law Enforcement and Moral Fitness: From Cradle
to Grave
The efforts to ensure that those who wear a badge and

procedural justice are effective in a variety of situations. And

2. To recognise always that to secure and maintain the

grant the Oregon Board on Public Safety Standards and

enforce the law in Oregon remain above reproach begin

even more important, they don’t just impact the feelings of

respect and approval of the public means also the

Training the authority to review questionable conduct,

before an individual is hired. Each public safety agency

legitimacy related to the officer involved, but they have been

securing of the willing co-operation of the public in the

even if it is not criminal in nature. The Board review of the

is required by rule to conduct a thorough background

shown to impact the perception of legitimacy of police in

task of securing observance of laws.

circumstances surrounding this incident led to the permanent

investigation on everyone being considered for employment

revocation of the Chief’s police certification, ending his career

as a law enforcement officer. This investigation must include,

in law enforcement.

among other things, investigation into an applicant’s criminal

general. These four issues can be practiced without sacrificing
officer safety in any way.
One of the best analogies for police legitimacy is as a bank
account – an account of legitimacy that you and your agency
have with your community. Every encounter an officer has is

3. To recognise always that the extent to which the cooperation of the public can be secured diminishes
proportionately the necessity of the use of physical force
and compulsion for achieving police objectives.
Legitimacy and procedural justice are not new concepts, but

The 24-member Board on Public Safety Standards and

history, drug and alcohol use and verification of education and

Training (Board) is comprised of representatives of all of

military history. It is also recommended that agencies contact

Oregon’s public safety disciplines, to encompass police,

the DPSST to ensure that the individual being considered for

an opportunity to make a deposit in the account of legitimacy

they are as important, maybe even more important, today as

corrections, telecommunications (9-1-1), fire and private

employment has not been or is not currently the subject of

with your community. Simply by the nature of our business

they were nearly 200 years ago when the first modern police

security. Membership also includes a district attorney, a city

a professional standards investigation in Oregon or another

there will be times that we have to make a withdrawal from

force was formed.

manager and a member of the public. These 24 individuals

state.

that account – an officer will make a mistake, officers will do
something that is legal but appears bad, or you may be forced

For references see page 26

are responsible for establishing the minimum standards of

Individuals must also meet Board-established minimum

employment, training and certification of Oregon’s nearly

age, education, physical and moral fitness standards prior

42,000 public safety providers. Membership on each of these

to being employed as a law enforcement officer. Those that

bodies is statutorily defined and members are appointed by

meet each of these standards and successfully complete the

the Governor and confirmed by the Senate.

required training are certified by the DPSST. This certification

The Board makes policy decisions on all things certification

is permanent and does not expire. This means that individuals

and training related in consultation with five discipline-

certified as law enforcement officers in Oregon remain

specific policy committees serving as recommending

certified even after leaving employment and continue to

bodies. Together, these bodies have developed some of the

be held to the same standards as active law enforcement

most stringent and uncompromising standards for public

officers. It is not uncommon for the DPSST to initiate

safety providers, including law enforcement, in the nation.

certification revocation proceedings against officers who
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are no longer employed as officers. In fact, the DPSST recently

falsification of information submitted to the DPSST; or conduct

revoked the corrections certification of an officer who was last

resulting in a non-voluntary separation from employment as

employed in the field in 1983 due to a criminal conviction that

a law enforcement officer that violates the Board-established

workgroup members have made a number of recommendations

formerly employed in law enforcement or those related

occurred in 2014.

categories of dishonesty, disregard for the rights of others,

that, if approved by the Board, will change substantially the

by blood or marriage to someone currently or formerly

What is Moral Fitness?

misuse of authority, gross misconduct, misconduct or

scope and processes involved with the review and revocation

employed in law enforcement from holding these positions.

Interestingly enough, current administrative rule doesn’t define

insubordination.

of law enforcement certification in Oregon. Some of those

The recommendation also includes the requirement that

recommendations include:

applicants to fill the citizen member position be subjected to

moral fitness. Instead, it spells out conduct that constitutes a

In cases involving discretionary misconduct, Policy Committee

revocation of law enforcement certifications in Oregon.
While the work of that group is on-going, over the last year

♦♦ Expanding the types of misconduct being reviewed,

encourage public trust in Oregon’s law enforcement.
The recommendation would prohibit those currently or

lack of moral fitness. Conduct lacking moral fitness falls into two

members engage in structured and deliberate discussion about

a thorough background check.

categories: Conduct that requires the denial or revocation of

the involved officer and the unique circumstances surrounding

including criminal conduct that may not result in a

certification (mandatory disqualifiers); and conduct that requires

the misconduct. Each case is reviewed on its own merits,

conviction (deferred adjudications). This recommendation is

maintain certification. While the basic training courses include

review by a discipline-specific policy committee and Board

ultimately culminating in a final recommendation to the Board on

designed to “capture” criminal conduct that may not result

hours of training in ethics, no requirement that there be on-

(discretionary disqualifiers).

whether the totality of an officer’s misconduct rises to the level

in conviction, but is admitted through a plea of guilty, no

going ethical training exists. This recommendation would

Mandatory disqualifying misconduct includes: a conviction

to warrant revocation of their certification by a preponderance

contest or guilt except for insanity. (The workgroup has

require every law enforcement officer complete at least one

of certain crimes to include all felonies; any crime involving the

of the evidence presented. This recommendation is presented

recommended that diverted sentences involving driving

hour of ethics training each year in order to maintain their

unlawful use, possession, delivery or manufacture or a controlled

to the Board, where it is either affirmed or overturned. If a

under the influence of alcohol continue to be exempted

DPSST certification. The certifications of those who do fail

substance, narcotic or dangerous drug; any crime involving an

recommended revocation or denial is affirmed, the DPSST

from review.) The workgroup has also recommended

to meet this requirement will be subject to administrative

♦♦The implementation of annual ethics training required to

element of domestic violence;

will initiate contested case

making the conviction or adjudication of any crime requiring

suspension, precluding them from working in a certifiable

and finally, a number of other

proceeding pursuant to the

registration as a sex offender mandatory disqualifying

capacity.

Administrative Procedures Act.

misconduct regardless of when the conviction occurred.

crimes that aren’t felonies, but
have been determined by the
Board to be egregious enough
to warrant automatic denial or
revocation of law enforcement
certification. These include
Official Misconduct, Theft,
and Tampering with Physical
Evidence, to name a few.
The law also requires

“Individuals certified as
law enforcement officers in Oregon
remain certified even after leaving
employment and continue to be
held to the same standards as active
law enforcement officers”

What’s Next?
Over the last five years,

♦♦Expanding the opportunity of officers whose certifications

♦♦Policy Committee review of citizen complaints made
against law enforcement officers and agencies in certain

are being reviewed to provide mitigation for consideration.

circumstances. While DPSST does possess the statutory

Oregon has revoked the

Current rule allows for the submission of written mitigation

authority to conduct independent investigation, and on rare

certification of 476 public safety

only. The workgroup is recommending allowing an

occasions has, current practice dictates that DPSST work

providers with an average of

opportunity to verbally address the Policy Committees to

in conjunction with the employing agency of an officer

130 professional standards

provide mitigation in order to increase the perception of

who is being accused of misconduct. The workgroup

cases pending at any time.

fairness and transparency in the process.

is recommending an independent review and possible

These numbers prove that the

♦♦Giving the DPSST the ability to suspend certifications in

investigation be conducted in situations in which a complaint

Board can and will revoke the

emergency situations where there is a serious danger to

is made against an agency head or elected official, when

certification of law enforcement

public health and safety. The recommendation includes

the employing agency is non-responsive or when the officer

certification of officers

officers who engage in any

granting the ability of the Policy Committees to recommend

being complained against is no longer employed.

who are discharged from

type of misconduct, even if

the suspension of law enforcement certifications. The only

employment for cause. The

the conduct doesn’t result in a

option under the current standard is to permanently deny

increasing officer accountability, but also towards the creation of

revocation of law enforcement

Each of these recommendations is geared toward further

Board defines “for cause” for certification purposes as conduct

criminal conviction or separation from employment. This system

or revoke law enforcement certifications. The workgroup

a certification review process that is transparent and fair, while

resulting in a discharge that involves dishonesty, disregard for

of officer accountability has proven beneficial in ensuring the

is recommending the addition of the ability to suspend

continuing to meet the high expectations we have of our law

the rights of others, misuse of authority, gross misconduct or

public’s trust in law enforcement is encouraged. However, the

certification in situations involving misconduct that does not

enforcement officers.

incompetence. In these cases, DPSST staff will review the conduct

question now becomes whether we are decertifying the right

rise to the level of a permanent revocation. The workgroup

leading up to a discharge and make a determination of whether

officers at the right time.

is also recommending the ability to impose additional

of law enforcement officers, including the lists of mandatory and

requirements prior to the reinstatement of certifications

discretionary crimes and definitions of misconduct can be found

enforcement officers have evolved over time and continue to

following a suspension (for example, the satisfaction of all

in Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 259-008-0070.

evolve to meet the ever-changing legal landscape, as well as to

court-imposed obligations, the successful completion of a

adapt to societal and political expectations of law enforcement.

treatment program, or the completion of additional training).

or not the conduct meets the Board’s “for cause” certification
standard requiring revocation.
As the name implies, discretionary disqualifying misconduct
invokes a level of discretion that is exercised by the Board, in
consultation with the five discipline-specific Policy Committees.

As one would expect, Oregon standards governing law

In late 2015, the Board approved convening a workgroup

All of Oregon’s standards for the employment and certification

For references see page 26

♦♦The addition of voting citizen members to each of

Discretionary disqualifying misconduct includes the conviction

comprised of constituents from all disciplines, ranks and

the Policy Committees. This recommendation is being

of any crime not listed as a mandatory disqualifier; the

geographic locations to review the standards that govern the

made in an effort to increase legitimacy and further
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3 R’s Concrete Inc
Barbara Jenkins Income Tax Svc
Barreto Manufacturing Inc
Beasy’s On The Creek
Bella Casa Real Estate Group
Bend Pawn
Blossom House llc
C & R Reforestation
Cascade Realty
Coastal Farm & Home Supply
Cowboy Electric llc
Datum
Dave’s Loam & Topsoil
David Miller Atty
DBG Properties llc
El Purto Beangeles
Emerald Valley Armory llc
Equipment Mobile Svc
Flir Systems
Floor Solutions llc
Fox Clinic

Gumpert Contracting llc
Hillsboro Budget Inn
Hilton Garden Inn
Home Telephone Co
Hooley Building Supply Inc
In Touch Construction
Into Structure
Kevin Hill Marine Svc
Knights Of Pythias
Kyle Kishen Construction llc
L.J. Friar & Associates, PC
Leahy, VanVactor, Cox, & Melendy
Magic Touch Car Wash
Manheim Portland
Mary’s River Lumber Co.
McKenzie Roofing Inc
Medelez Inc
Morrison Gederos llc
Morrow Equipment Co llc
North Valley Saw & Knife
Northwest Furniture and Mattress

Oregon Protective Svc llc
Oz Cap
Payroll Specialties Inc
Postnet in Eugene
Renaissance Development Corp
Santana Insurance
Secure Storage
Sheets Painting llc
Sonitrol Verified Electronic Sec
Summerplace Assited Living
Tacos El Zarape
Teevin Brothers Shipping Terminal
Toklat Originals Inc
Trachsel Body & Paint
Union Sanitation
West Side Barber Shop
Wm Wright & Asso
Wolf Performance
Woodpecker Truck & Equipment Inc

SILVER
4G Horse Ranch
A & W Drive Inn Restaurant
A & W Family Restaurant
A Degree Above Heating & Cooling
A+ Mini Storage
Absolute Automotive
Access Control Unlimited
Addcox Heating Center
Advantage Plumbing-Mechanical
Affordable Fitness
AJ Mobility Specialists
Albany Bed N Beauty Pet Hotel
Albany Rifle & Pistol Club
All Car Care
All-N One Security llc

Allen & Assoc Ins
Alliance Research
AllStar Messenger
Alpine Real Estate
American Glove Co
AMPM
Anderson Hay & Grain CO Inc
Anderson Roofing
Andy’s Hardwood Floors llc
Ankeny Insurance Co
Apollo Mechanical
Arrezola Produce
Art of Stem Toy & Books Inc.
Arts Watch Repair
Ash Grove Cement West

Aunt Tillies Deli
Authentic Mexican Foods
Auto Warehouse Co
Auto-Chlor System
Bailey’s Health Food Center
Beerded Dog Growler Fill Station
Bend Pawn & Trading Co.
Benton County Electric
Betty Rose
Bigelow, Pastrell & Buchanan
Blue Mountain Hospital
Blueraeven Pie Company
Bob Fehlman Construction
Brian Yates Avis Rent-A-Car
Bronze Coast Gallery

Brown Insurance Agency
Burrito Vaquero Mexican Rstrnt
Carla Properties
Casa El Mirador
Cascade Floors Inc
Cascade Infections Diseases llc
Caspian Mediterranean Rstrnt.
Cederville Inn
Center Market
Center Market of Tillamook
Chad Davis Construction
China House
Cirtek Manufacturing Inc.
Clair’s Adult Foster Home
Coastal
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Silver Business Sponsors
Columbia River Staple
Cornerstone Corp.
Country Market Inc.
Countryside Electric
Courtesy Inn-Eugene
Crater Chainsaw
Credits Inc
Cruise and Travel Speciaists
Culbertson Insurance
Cutting Edge Design
D A Bennett Concrete
D-Mart
Daisy’s Mexican Bakery
Dale & Debbie Browns Rentals
Darryl Harms Surveyor
Dave Hauer Co
Days Ease Diaper Service
De Garde Brewing
Don Bolduc Const Inc
Double J Tires in Portland OR
Downtown Coffee Shop llc
Downtown Liquor Store
Downtown Pharmacy Inc
Dufur School District
Dukes Auto Plus
E.L. Edwards Realty II, Inc.
East Portland Eagles
Economy Drugs
El Aariero
El Tapatio Mexican Restaurant
El Toreo Mexican Restaurant
Factor Contractors
Fine, Susanne
Fit Pit llc
Food Store
Frank Webster Heating & AC
Freight Audit Recovery Inc
George M. Sutton RV
George’s Septic Tank Service
Gette-A-Groom Inc.
Glimmering llc
Golden Village Restaurant
Gordy’s Truck Stop
Grand Design Motorsports Llc
Grayback Forestry Contracting
Great Wall Buffet
Green Tech Service
Gresham Collision Center Inc.
Grumpy’s Graphics
H20 To Go Water Service
Happy Hippie
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Harrisburg Pharmacy
High Heaven Timberlands Inc.
Highlakes Towing & Recovery
Hillsboro Diesel & Truck Service Inc.
Hooper Wealth Management Group
Huggins Insurance
Hunky Dorey
Huntco Supply llc
Interiorscapes llc
International Wood Products
Intrinsic Ventures Inc
Jason Adams Construction
JL Walker & Sons Excavation llc
Keilman Dental Clinic Pc
Kennedy Restoration
King Bv Liquor Store
Klemp Cattery Cat Boarding
Kmetic RV Storage
Lakeview Cleaners
Lean To Cafe
Leo Kahn, CPA
Les Schwab Tire Ctr
Los Agaves Mexican Grill Sisters OR
Los Amigos Burritos
M.V. Supply Inc.
Mac DBros Corp
McCabe Properties llc
McCammon’s Appliance Service Inc
Mcmahon’s Painting
Megabyte Computer Services
Mg Home Repair & Construction
Midway Tavern
Mobile Salvage Logging Inc
Monticello Motel
Muchas Gracias Mexican Food
Mystic Woods Mobile & RV Park
Nail & Spa Republic
Napa Auto Parts
.
New Media NW
New Tin Tin Buffet
Newberg Mail Room
North Coast Beach Rentals llc
North Verde Auto Salvage
Northwest Fresh Seafood Co.
Norton Construction llc
NW Community Credit Union
NW Compounding Pharmacy
Oil Drive Thru Oil Change
Oil Stop
Oilstop Drive Thru Oil Change
Old West Federal Credit Union

Olsen Luber & True Value Hardware
Olsson Industrial Electric
Oregon Eastern Railroad
Oregon Lithoprint Inc.
Oregon Quiltwoman
Owl Taxi Service Inc
Pacific Mobile Home Supply
Papa Murphys
Par-Dent Laboratory
Parr Lumber
Parr Lumber Company
Pennie Electric
Petro Stopping Center
Pfaff-Karren Insurance
Pho Hung Restaraunt on 82nd
Pinnacle Physical Therapy PC
Point S Tire and Auto Service
Ponderosa Pizza
Port Blakely Tree Farm
Portland Sand & Gravel Co
Precis Inc.
Pro Met Machining
Professional Auto Body
Pryse, Kevin L CPA
Puppy Clip Grooming
Rafting Company llc
Rainbow Transport Llc
Ranch Drive In
Rask Brownstein
Ray & Evelyn Cates Logging
Read & Bose CPA
Red Onion
Redmond Inn Motel
Rent 2 Own Auto
Rich Elstrom Construction
Rich Trucking Inc
Richard Stevens & Assoc Inc
Ricky W Fast Construction Llc
River Bend Equipment Inc
Riverview Terrace Retirement
Roger Ousey, PC Attorney at Law
Rogers Engineering
Rogue Automotive Inc.
Rogue Shooting Targets
Roseburg Family Medicine
Roto Rooter
Roxy
Royal Pacific Industries
Ruiz Bridal
Ryan Gallery

S&R Repair llc
Safety Electric Inc
Salem Business Computers
San Antonio
Sandy Auto Body
Scopa Properties Llc
Semperts Drug
Senqcia Maxco Ltd
Sergio’s Construction
Shaw’s Auto Body Inc.
Shelli’s Tans
Sherris Restaraunt
Shut Up & Eat
Silver Lining
Skyline Inn
Staci Lofgren Agency American Fam
Starkfirs Management Inc
Stubbie’s Upholstery & Canvas Inc.
Sunrise Cafe in Pleasant Hill OR
Sunrise Medical Consultants llc
T & G Market
Taylor Made Labels
Thai House Restaraunt
Top Color Resurfacing llc
Total Construction & Mntnc Inc
Touchstone Engraving Inc
Trinity’s Quality AutoCare
TS & S Ford
Twin Lakes Store
Umpqua Auction
Up A Creek Plumbing Llc
US Agencys Credit Union
US Food Mart Inc.
Vale Veterinary Clinic
Walery’s Premium Pizza
Walker Structural Engineering
Walmart Supercenter Hermiston
Walterville Market
Warren Allen LLP
Wasco Title Inc.
Weber Furnace & Chimney Clnng
Westech Rigging Supply Inc.
Wildwood Mechanical
Willamette Nurseries Inc
Winchester Bay Inn
Winderlea Vineyard & Winery
Winner Electric Cnstr Inc
Yaquina Bay Property Mgmt Inc
Ziegelmeyer Machine & Mfg
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January 17–19, 2017

April 11-14, 2017

Executive Leadership
Training Seminar
Winter Conference –
Seaside Convention
Center, Seaside

OACP

Annual Conference –
The Riverhouse
Bend, OR

May 2, 2017

Sept 27–28 2017

Oregon Police Officer
Memorial Ceremony
OPSA, Salem, OR

OACP/OSSA
Fall Conference –
DPSST, Salem, OR

